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Abstract
Conducting full-text searches on collections of tabular files, in which a single sheet corresponds to a single document and each
file consists of multiple sheets, typically involves retrieving many candidate files that include the search terms. Opening each
of these tabular files to determine whether it is the desired sheet is labor-intensive. Searching with high precision thus requires
expert intuition born of operational experience. Therefore, it would be advantageous to enable the pinpointing of desired
documents with greater accuracy regardless of the operator’s level of experience.
In the present study, we propose a method in which operational classifications are assigned as metadata on the basis of the
table structure of a sheet. We obtain the table structure of the sheet and assign metadata based on a set of rules established
individually for each pattern in the structure. We propose two methods for representing the table structures obtained: a method
using node property matrix, and a method in which positional data regarding cells containing specific operation-description data
are indexed. Comparing the results of searches that use assigned metadata to the results of traditional full-text searches reveals
that our method has greater search accuracy.
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1 Background
System engineering documents, such as Fujitsu’s system de-
sign documentation, are stored as tabular files. Each doc-
ument corresponds to a single sheet, and these are stored
in databases (DBs) as tabular files containing multiple such
sheets.
Fujitsu’s system development is standardized as SDEM, and
the sheets used at each process stage are standardized as
well. These sheets are templatized on the basis of a spe-
cific style, such as that shown in Figure 1; the top of the
sheet includes operation-description data, such as the work
process stage and the system name, and one or several of
these sheets together constitute a single tabular file that is
stored in a DB.
To perform tasks such as creating a system design docu-
ment, one must search through existing system design doc-

umentation of similar content in order to reuse information
and verify changes. However, a full-text search through a
collection of tabular files, each consisting of multiple sheets,
using a particular set of operation-description data as refer-
ence typically results in multiple matching files. The user
must then painstakingly open each of these files to deter-
mine if the desired sheet was found. Searching with high
precision requires making good initial guesses, a task which
demands extensive operational knowledge and experience.
The development of new methods for performing higher-
precision searches and successfully reaching the desired
documents regardless of operational experience would re-
duce search costs and improve the quality of search results.
Moreover, such methods would reduce personnel training
costs.
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Figure 1: Example of a tabular data sheet

2 Objective
In this study, we propose a technique for searching tabu-
lar data sheets in Fujitsu system designs. Our technique is
capable of identifying the desired documents with high pre-
cision regardless of the user’s length of operational experi-
ence. More specifically, we obtain the characteristic table
structure exhibited by each tabular sheet in a target dataset;
then, using rules established individually for each pattern
in the table structure, we assign operational classifications
as metadata. In this study, we propose two methods for
describing table structures: a method in which using node
property matrix, and an alternative method in which po-
sitional data regarding cells containing specific operation-
description data fields are indexed.

3 Related work
Several previous studies have consider tabular form doc-
uments within corporations.[1, 2, 4] In particular, Tanaka et
al.[3] proposed an automatic classification system for tabu-
lar form documents based on a technique for identifying the
table structures of tabular data sheets; as shown in Figure 2,
lines within the table correspond to connections, and their
proposed method makes use of nodes, which are points at
which these lines intersect.

However, these studies primarily worked with images of
documents with table structures. We are unaware of any
previous study that addresses specific examples of applica-
tion to tabular sheets and practical search problems.

Figure 2: Method for identifying table structures

In the present study, we consider tabular files representing
design documents arising in system design projects; a pri-
mary point of distinction with previous studies is our use of
table-structure identification techniques to assign metadata
describing operational classifications.

4 Proposed method
Figure 3 presents an outline of the proposed method. In this
method, operation-description data within existing tabular
data sheets are assigned as metadata (hereinafter operation-
description metadata). Searching for operation-description
metadata retrieves existing sheets that contains them.

The proposed method analyzes the table structure incorpo-
rated within a sheet and assigns metadata by applying rules
determined individually for each pattern in the table struc-
ture.
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Figure 3: Outline of the proposed method

In what follows, we discuss our methods for expressing the
table structure analyzed, for identifying metadata by apply-
ing rules determined individually for each pattern, and for
quantifying the degree of similarity in each of the two pos-
sible expressions of structure that we consider.

4.1 Method for assigning metadata according to
node property matrix

In this method, we convert node property on cells into a
matrix (as discussed in Section 3) and adopt an expression
technique that preserves the table structure. We refer to this
method as the node property matrix method.
For patterns of the type shown in Figure 4, operation-
description metadata, which includes the document title, op-
erational process stage, system name, and subsystem name,
are extracted on the basis of a set of identification rules il-
lustrated as arrows in the figure.

Figure 4: Illustration of the node property method of
metadata identification

The degree of similarity between nodal-data matrices is
computed as follows. Letting Tq denote the node property
matrix describing the table structure of the sheet targeted for
metadata identification and Tt denote the node property ma-
trix describing the table structure of the sheets for the var-
ious patterns, we compute the Hamming distance between
these two matrices, HDT q,T t, normalize by Nq (the num-
ber of nodes in Tq), and define the degree of similarity as

SimT q,T t = 1 − HDT q,T t

Nq
(1)

4.2 Method for assigning metadata according to
the positions of cells containing specific meta-
data fields

In this method, we use the positional data regarding the cells
containing specific operation-description metadata fields as
indices to preserve the expression of the table structure. We
refer to this method as the position-data method. Each in-
dex consists of a pair of numbers (x,y), where x is the line
number (vertical position) and y is the column number (hor-
izontal position) of the cell. Referring to the sheet shown
in Figure 5, if the metadata fields from which we create
our indices are “System name,” “Operation,” and “Opera-
tion type,” then we would identify three indices: (1) system
name: (1,2), (2) operation: (1,3), and (3) operation type:
(1,4).
The metadata-identification rules for individual patterns are
based on rules for specifying the positional relationships be-
tween the metadata field and the metadata value. These rules
are used to identify the operation-description metadata, of
system name, operation, and operation type.
Letting Iq denote the index data describing the table struc-
ture of the sheet targeted for metadata identification and It
denote the index data describing the table structure of the
sheets for the various patterns, we define the degree of sim-
ilarity between the positional data indices for specific cells
as follows:

SimIq,It = 1 − Number of metadata fields matching indices

Number of fields in the specified funcitional − description metadata
(2)

Figure 5: Illustration of the position-data method of metadata identification
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4.3 Gudelines for choosing the node property
method or the position-data method

As discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, in this study we pro-
pose the node property method and the position-data method
as two distinct techniques for expressing the table structure
of a sheet. To offer guidelines for choosing which method
to use, we now discuss the characteristics of each technique.
The node property method identifies and preserves all node
property in the lines of the table structure to be analyzed.
This increases the amount of computation that must be per-
formed (e.g., in the process of computing the degree of sim-
ilarity) but has the advantage of not taking the contents of
the cells into account, which makes it applicable to sheets
with arbitrary table structures. In contrast, the position-data
method preserves as indices only information regarding the
positions of the cells in which specific metadata fields ap-
pear. Moreover, in the position-data method, the rules for
identifying metadata are based on the positional relation-
ships between metadata fields and their values, which has
the potential to reduce the amount of computation and al-
lows metadata to be identified with high precision. How-
ever, the position-data method has the drawback that it can-
not be applied to sheets in which metadata fields (e.g., the
document title and work process stage shown in Figure 4)
are not explicitly stated, because in such cases the differ-
ences between metadata values would increase the number
of patterns.
Thus, when choosing between the two proposed methods
for expressing table structure, one must first conduct inter-
views, or carry out a preliminary survey of the target data
set, to ascertain the characteristics of the target sheets.

5 Experiments
We next describe experimental assessments performed on
collections of real-world internal corporate tabular data
sheets. We assessed the performance of our methods in clas-
sifying patterns according to the table structure and the per-
formance of searches of identified metadata.

5.1 Testing the accuracy of pattern classification
using the node property method

5.1.1 Summary of the experiment
On the basis of a preliminary survey of the target data and
interviews at system design sites, we determined that the tar-
get data for this experiment contained three distinct types of
pattern sets, as shown in Figures 6 through 8. Because, as
is clear from Figures 6 and 7, the metadata fields and meta-
data values were not clearly stated in the sheets, we use this
data set to test the accuracy of the node property method in
categorizing patterns. As detailed in Table 1, the data used
in this experiment consisted of approximately 2,500 tabu-

lar data sheet files from two internal corporate development
projects.

Figure 6: Type 1 table

Figure 7: Type 2 table

Figure 8: Type 3 table

Table 1: Data used in the experiment.
 

 

 Number of tabular 
documents (book) 

Number of tabular 
documents (sheet) 

Project1 694 1,732 
Project2 318 857 

 

5.1.2 Summary of the experiment
Our experimental results are displayed in Table 2.
We obtained match rates and recall rates of approximately
100The interviews conducted in advance at design sites and
the advance survey of the target data indicated that three dis-
tinct types of table structure existed within the target data.
However, the actual data additionally contained a total of
531 tabular data sheets exhibiting minor formatting modifi-
cations, as illustrated in Figure 9. We grouped these sheets
as “others” into Type 3, which then resulted in a relatively
low match rate of 65.0 percent for Type 3 sheets.
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Table 2: Accuracy of classification for each type of pattern.
 

 

Type 
Project1  
(Number of match) 

Project2  
(Number of match) 

Total 
(number of match) 

Precision Recall 

1 1148(1143) 423(421) 1571(1564) 99.6% 84.2% 
2 11(11) 11(11) 22(22) 100% 95.7% 
3 305(165) 226(180) 531(345) 65.0% 99.7% 

Average precision 88.2% 
Average Recall  93.2% 

 

Figure 9: Slightly modified formatting

System design sites clearly do not recognize such minor for-
matting modifications.

5.2 Assessing the accuracy of searches that use
operation-description metadata

5.2.1 Summary of the experiment
This experiment was designed to compare the accuracy of
searches that use assigned operation-description metadata
to the accuracy of full-text searches in a real-world usage
scenario. In this experiment, we assumed that the num-
ber of distinct patterns contained in the target data is un-
known. Because preliminary surveys confirmed that meta-
data fields and metadata values were clearly separated in
the target sheets, we used the position-data method to as-
sign operation-description metadata. Thus we assumed that
the assignment of operation-description metadata correctly
assigns both metadata fields and metadata values to the full
document. The data used in this experiment were as follows.
Target documents: System design documentation for
“Industry-specific sales management software”
Total number of files: 1,989 spreadsheet files

Number of tabular data sheets after separating compound
sheets: 6,594 spreadsheets.

5.2.2 Experimental results
As a specific experimental case study, we tested “Referenc-
ing the operation flow diagrams for moving merchandise be-
tween stores.”
<Experimental results> Results obtained by searching via
the usual method of “full-text search” (Windows searches
using the index):
Searching tabular files with the string “Moving between
stores” retrieved 40 files, each including tabular multi-
ple sheets. These 40 tabular files included several files
whose main text included the character string “Moving be-
tween stores,” but which were not files of the type sought
in this particular search; for example, some files were
“Screen/Ledger view” files or “Code system” files.
Searching tabular data sheets with the string “Moving be-
tween stores” retrieved 69 sheets. These 69 sheets included
several sheets whose main text included the character string
“Moving between stores,” but which were not sheets of the
type sought in this particular search; for example, some
sheets were “Supplemental materials” sheets or “Detailed
definitions of program function” sheets.
Results obtained by searching for operation-description
metadata:
Metadata searching of tabular data sheets with the string
“Moving between stores” retrieved 7 sheets, of which 6
were the operation flow sheets describing the movement of
merchandise between stores.

Figure 10: Operation flow for moving merchandise between stores
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These results demonstrate that the use of operation-
description metadata can assist in further homing in on de-
sired documents among a collection of multiple candidate
documents with similar operation attributes (process stages,
categories, etc.) more precisely than traditional search tech-
niques. Thus, the ability to narrow down and reduce a selec-
tion of candidates (an area in which previous methods were
lacking, having required a human operator to open the file
and select candidates by eye) has been verified, along with
the efficacy of our proposed technique.

6 Conclusions
In this study, we proposed two methods for identifying
operation-description metadata by using information on the

table structure of tabular files. The proposed methods are the
node property method and the position-data method. Exper-
imental assessments of the accuracy with which the node
property method classifies sheets found an average match
rate of 88.2 percent and an average recall rate of 93.2 per-
cent. In addition, the results of a comparison of search
accuracy using operation-description metadata with that of
full-text searches, by considering a specific real-world usage
scenario, suggest that the proposed method provides greater
accuracy.
Future work will consider how our two proposed techniques
for assigning operation-description metadata can be com-
bined in order to improve the generality of the approach. In
addition, tests of the efficacy of our proposed methods in
improving actual operational processes will be conducted.
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